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shocked: surprised 
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1 

Beth and Dad saw a fox. 

The fox brushed the big rocks. 

A rock rolled down and 

crashed! 

Beth and Dad looked shocked. 





3 

Beth and Dad came to the 

bats. 

"Any bats here?" called Beth. 

She looked and looked. Was 

she tricked? Had she missed 

them? No! The bats rushed 

down! 





5 

Beth and Dad looked at the 

ducks. 

Beth called, "Quack!" 

They looked at Beth and 

quacked back! Then the ducks 

fished and pecked. 





7 

Beth likes moths. 

Beth checked in the locked 

box. The moths filled the box. 

They all dashed and buzzed! 





9 

They rushed to the pigs. 

Beth looked as the pigs rocked 

and rolled in mud. The muck 

smelled. 

"Yuck!" yelled Beth. 





11 

They wanted to go see the 

chicks. The chicks pecked and 

clucked. 

Beth called back, "Cluck, cluck!" 

"I love the chicks!" added Dad. 





13 

Beth and Dad looked at the 

frogs. 

The frogs looked and looked 

for bugs. Beth wished to see 

them hop. But the frogs kicked 

and sloshed! 

The zoo was filled with fun! 





15 

Phonics Fun 

High Frequency Words 

Comprehension 

Choose 5 words from the 
list of words in the book. 
Partner 1 reads a word. 
Partner 2 writes it. 

Did this book make you think of 
another book? Which one and 
why? 

any came they 

Decodable Words 

added missed 
brushed 
buzzed 
called 

pecked 
quacked 
rocked 

checked rolled 
clucked rushed 
crashed shocked 
dashed sloshed 

filled smelled 
fished tricked 
kicked wanted 
locked wished 
looked yelled 
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